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COMMUNICATION

Dinner committees of the various societies and classes would do well to consider that Friday as a banquet night is by no means agreeable to everybody who would like to attend. There are many men in the Institute who refuse to eat fresh meat on that day. As these men constitute a considerable number it need only be said that it cannot be changed to days

INTERVIEW WITH WRIGHT

(Continued from page 1.)

light were kept up for two hours. In flying to a people, a man has all his risks within his own control. Flying is as safe as agricultural a slow speed. It is even safer.

"In the country my machine would make practically any journey that could be made by an automobile. And in the city, it will do more than that, and that will be one of its greatest utilities it will go without difficulty where the automobile cannot get. We could travel, and at high speeds of course, in districts where there were no roads, or roads that the automobile could not travel at all. There is no reason why our machine could not be taken out just as new automobiles are taken out, and used for making any trip from place to place, that their owners may wish to make."

THE HORNET'S NEST

Cad and I had just finished the three hours of lab which followed our four-day lecture day and it was not studies that formed the subject of our conversation as we met Billiken. He came from the physics lab where he had been attempting to make a little of the work he had dropped somewhere during his three-year course at the "Stute."

"Hello fellows," he yelled, "if I measure a stick nine times and make at least error each time, what is the probability of an error of any size in this lab?"

"Oh, we all know you are, but don't let that worry you. We're discussing the committee system here, what do you know about it?"

"It never bother's me. I was on the theatre committee of 1906 once and on a dinner committee of '05, but they don't know me well enough in '10 or '11 to elect me that now. I'm a member of the Committee on Picking Up 's Waste Paper in the Dining Room."

"No, I haven't received such an honor yet, but I'm representing the committee this year. It's a big job, but I think we can do it."

"What's the efficiency of the cycle?"

"It's like an engine running no load, actually useless."

"What's the efficiency of the cycle?"

"It's like an engine running no load, actually useless."

"I think the Entertainment Committee is to blame for that, I volunteered. "They certainly should have known about this.""

"The whole trouble with the system here is that you can't have a statue of liberty, a building or a committee or what committee should have done what and when. If you want to know what's doing in this place you see the Institute Committees. They refer you to the Union Committee, who refer you to the Student Exchange, who refer you to the Board of Directors, the Union Committee again, and there you are. It's a regular loop.

"What's the efficiency of the cycle?"

"It's like an engine running no load, actually useless."

"If you see physics you get a physical education, and at high speeds of course, in districts where there were no roads, or roads that the automobile could not travel at all. There is no reason why our machine could not be taken out just as new automobiles are taken out, and used for making any trip from place to place, that their owners may wish to make."

This would be all very well if some man in this year will like no more than last year. As these men constitute a considerable number it need only be said that it cannot be changed to any other night except in the case of a committee meeting or some other necessity. There are many men in the Institute who refuse to eat fresh meat on that day. As these men constitute a considerable number it need only be said that it cannot be changed to any other night except in the case of a committee meeting or some other necessity. There are many men in the Institute who refuse to eat fresh meat on that day. As these men constitute a considerable number it need only be said that it cannot be changed to any other night except in the case of a committee meeting or some other necessity.

FOWNES GLOVES

will be worn longer than others— that is, other gloves."

BACK YAN Branch

State Street Trust Co.

130 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., BOSTON

Credits interest monthly on accounts of $300 and over.

MAIN OFFICE: 38 STATE STREET

FASHIONS PLEASHE

and woolens that are specially selected for college men can be seen at either of our stores at any time, and it's a good Tech. Union Tuesday's from 12 to 2:30. A students' tailor for 14 years.

J. T. Pitykos

9 STATE STREET

HARVARD SQUARE

CAMBRIDGE

M. Miss M. F. Fiske

THE RED GLOVE SHOP

322 Boylston St., opp. Arlington

This is showing a handsome shade in men's chamois gloves at $1.50 a pair. Other makes at this price are Fownes and Dent's in the upper cape leather in handsome shades of tan.